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If network analysis has made its way into the humanities
toolbox, and especially in history (Düring et al. 2016), it
is because it helps to grasp the complexity of the objects
of these disciplines. However, to understand the
multidimensionality of the data requires a consequent
reflection on its modeling.
This paper seeks to be part of a series of publications
aimed at making advanced network analysis concepts
more accessible to the humanities scholars: from
ontological questions (Langmead et al. 2016) to the
necessary discussion of the integration of temporality in
graphs (Lemercier 2015; Conroy et al. 2019), the
development of typologies of uses (Grandjean 2017a) or

attempts to provide aids to interpretation (Grandjean &
Jacomy 2019). The question of multilayer networks
becomes especially more and more important, whether
in a general way (McGee et al. 2016) or applied to the
humanities (eg. Vugt 2017; Grandjean 2017b).
Our purpose is to discuss a unifying conceptual
framework allowing the transition between a current
formal multilayer model (Kivelä et al. 2014; Knudsen et
al. 2019) and the language of the humanities. This
framework is expressed by a visual representation that
contains a multiplicity of layers that synthesizes and
clarifies the different possible networks and facilitate the
appropriation of the model by researchers.

Fig. 1 Multilayer network system made of three 1-mode networks organised on three layers set (“levels”) connected by two 2-mode
networks. At each level, this representation explicit the possibility of developing the graph depending on (at least) two aspects.

Description of the framework
The key element of this concept is the distinction
between “layers” and “levels”: within a horizontal level,
1-mode graphs all have the same set (and type) of nodes
(visualized with a fixed position or not, depending on
our will to represent the different structures or to help
keeping the “mental map” between each other). A level
is therefore a multiplex system of layers. The levels can
be connected together by edges that express the relation
between two types of nodes (2-mode).
It is to be noted that the formal model does not imply
a hierarchy between layers. Here, this verticality is only
a visual artifact to facilitate the expression of all kind of
humanities datasets. Each level represents one entity

type and relationships within. It can have many layers
organized by “aspects” and include edges between these
layers. The inter-level relations can be represented on a
layer that contains a 2-mode network (which can also
be deployed according to different aspects).
The visual expression of this framework (fig. 1) looks
quite similar to an OLAP Graph Cube (Zhao et al. 2011)
or a Space-Time Cube Visualization (Bach et al. 2014).
The proposed framework is however not a cube: this
well aligned appearance is a convenient way of
representing things to make them less abstract so that
they can be used to discuss modeling issues. Not all
levels necessarily have the same dimensions and do not

need to be aligned. Moreover, there can be more than
three axes since it is an intellectual tool and not a
graphic construction.

Use cases
This visual convention allows to design “scenarios”
where the model coincides with data from applied
research to make the layers within them explicit:
A. Affiliation networks (fig. 2) based on interlocking
data with multiple companies, institutions,
prosopographic categories (eg. David & Westerhuis
2014).
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Fig. 2 Modeling example of an affiliation network.

B. Character networks (fig. 3) based on theatre plays
with addition of information on groups, families,
temporality (eg. Xanthos et al. 2016).
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Fig. 3 Modeling example of a character network.

C. Circulation networks (fig. 4) with multiple
transportation means, places, goods, routes, letters (eg.
Orengo & Livarda 2016).
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Fig. 4 Modeling example of a circulation network.

